“NOTICE
1. It is for information of the PG candidates who will appear in the 2nd
round of physical Counselling of PG courses of Punjab State that they
should opt the seat during 2nd counselling very carefully as the seat opted
at the time of 2nd counseling will be treated as joined the
seat/course/college (as it is the physical counselling.) and these
candidates will not be eligible for further Mop up and stray vacancy
rounds of counselling.
2. If any vacancy arises after 2nd counselling due to any reason then that
seat will go to the Mop up round of counselling where the candidates
who are holding a seat of 1st and 2nd counseling of State / All India will
not be eligible as per FAQs.
3. If any candidate wants to surrender the seat of 1st counselling then
he/she can surrender the same upto 23.04.19. Thereafter the candidates
will not be allowed to surrender in-between the 2nd counselling.
However, candidates can shift / upgrade seat in the second round of
counselling.
4. If any candidate after opting a seat in the 2nd physical counselling,
surrender the same, then penalty clause of notification no. MCI18(1)/2018-Med./100818 dated 05.04.2018 of MCI, will be invoked and
the candidate shall not be eligible for any subsequent rounds of the state
counselling.
5. The list of candidates who are holding the seat of 1st and 2nd counselling
of All India quota shall be sent to the state by the evening of 22.04.2019
and the candidates whose name will reflects in this list shall not be
eligible to participate in any of the State counselling rounds.
6. University may put up the final seat matrix/ vacancy position of seats on
its website /before the start of counselling including All India Quota
surrendered seats, whichever applicable.
This notice has been issued in reference to FAQs posted on MCC website
for admission to session 2019 and in consonance to the directions of
Hon’ble Supreme Court in Dar-Us-Slam case.
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